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Article 41

Guzman: Dear Friend…

Dear Friend…
Julia Guzman

Dear Promethean,
What makes you feel the most un-alone?
Sincerely,
A Friend

Dear Friend,
I don't know what makes me feel un-alone. I think distraction can
make you feel un-alone. I think feeling “alone” is feeling useless or
pointless; like... because in that moment, in that room, you don't
have anything to do but people watch, so you feel alone.
Not true. The only person who can reverse those sentiments is you.
Student Editor for The Promethean,
J. C. G.
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Dear Promethean,
Why do you need feminism?
Sincerely,
A Friend

Dear Friend,
I need feminism because… I shouldn’t need it. I should be equal
because I’m a living being, and as such should be treated like
anyone and everyone deserves. I shouldn’t need feminism because
in the end it is simply asking to be acknowledged for what I am,
and I am human.
Why ask for gender on a job application? Why not ask for height
and natural hair color? Why ask for gender on social media
accounts? Why not ask for shoe size and whether your teeth are
perfect? If gender bothers you, shouldn’t everything else?
Student Editor for The Promethean,
J. C. G.
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